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Abstract:
To complete a research, collecting data is a challenge. It would
be great and simple if researchers could collect data or study each and
every unit of population, which is next to impossible in almost all the
field, including management. Hence, only a part of the population
(sample) is studied. Sample should be adequate to warrant
generalization of the findings to the target population, which depends
on how the samples are selected from population. Hence, this chapter
deals with process of selecting sample from target population i.e.
sampling and related with, in most diluted way possible to match with
beginner’s knowledge. The paper is based on secondary resouces
available on the topic.
Key words: Sampling, Sampling method, probability, non-probability
sampling, simple random sampling, quota and convenience sampling.

1. Useful terms and definition
 Census- To collect and analyze data from every possible
group member.
 Unit- an element or a group of elements, living or nonliving on which observations can be made. E.g.2519
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Household in the city, an employee, or a branch in a
bank etc.
 Population (or Universe)- collection of all the units of a
specified type at a particular point or period of time.
E.g.- Households in a city, all the branches of a bank.
Population can be finite i.e. the number of members of
the population can be expressed as a definite quantity
or infinite population i.e. there is no limit of number of
members of the population. Also, population can be
existent i.e. when population really exists, such as
income of all persons in a city or hypothetical i.e. when
population is hypothetical, such as points obtained in all
possible throws of a dice. Designated as “N” in most of
the cases.
 Sample- portion of a population that has been selected
for study. E.g.- 100 households from a city or 24
branches of a bank.
 Sampling/Sampling Design- the process of selecting a
sample from population.
 Sample size- Number of units selected in the sample.
Sample size depends on- a) Population Size- normally
bigger the size of population, bigger will be sample size. b)
Heterogeneity-In the population concerned characteristic
e.g. age or income in the case of a human population or life
of electric bulbs in the case of a physical system, more
heterogeneity in population is equal to bigger sample. c)
Accuracy and reliability- If more accuracy of result is
required, sample size has to be bigger.
 Sampling Frame- list of all the populations unit with
their identification number, from which sample is to be
drawn. Each population unit is given a identification
number from 1 to N. Eg.- All houses in a particular
locality/colony numbered as 1,2 and so on.
 Sampling with replacement, where once a unit is
selected and information is noted down about it, we
return it back to the frame. Each unit has the same
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probability of getting selected again. E.g.- From a bowl
we pick business card of Ram and put it back to the
bowl after noting down information about Ram.
Population remains the same before each drawing and
any of the population unit may appear more than once
in the sample.
 Sampling without replacement, where once a unit is
selected, cannot put it back and hence cannot select it
again. Chance that a card will be selected not previously
selected on the second row is now 1 out of N-1 (since one
card has already been chosen which cannot be placed
back in the frame). Here, either the sample are drawn
all at a time, or drawn one by one in such a way that
after each drawing selected unit is not returned to the
population.
2. Introduction
In most of the researches, it is impossible for the researcher to
study all the population. Hence, a sample is selected. There are
a number of methods to choose sample from population, known
as samplingmethods/techniques. In order to make a good
estimate of the population characteristics selecting a
reasonably good sampling method is of paramount importance.
However it has been proved empirically that the census
may not lead to more reliable results as compared to studying
only a sample from the population.
One important point while sampling is to ensure that
the sample is a true representative of the population i.e. if one
looks at the sample with a magnifying glass, the sample should
appear like the population, or in other words, the sample
should be like the photo or image of the population. If due care
is taken in selecting a representative sample from the
population, the results obtained will generally, not only be more
reliable and accurate but also will consume lesser resources in
terms of manpower, time and money etc. Collecting data from
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fewer cases also means that you can collect information that is
more detailed. In addition, if you are employing people to collect
data (as interviewer) you can afford high quality staff. You can
also devote more time to trying to obtain data from more
difficult to reach cases.
The possibility of reaching a valid conclusions
concerning a population by means of properly chosen sample is
based on two important laws- (i) Law of Statistical Regularity,
means sample of reasonably large size when selected at random
is almost sure to represent the characteristics of the population.
(ii) Law of inertia of large numbers, says samples of large size
shows a high degree of stability i.e. the results obtained
theorem are expected to be very close to the population
characteristics.
A number of sampling techniques are used by
researchers, basically classified under probability/random and
non-probability/non-random sampling, will be discussed in
forthcoming sections.
3. Objective:
The primary objective of this review paper is to provide a
detailed summary of various sampling methods used in
management research.
4. Methodology:
The present study is based on descriptive approach, where
available literature has been reviewed and summarized in the
most diluted way for the understanding of beginners.
5. Sampling Method
To obtain a true representing sample, number of sampling
methods / techniques is there with their own advantages and
disadvantages. All the techniques are categorized under
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random and non-random or probability and non-probability
sampling, respectively. In random sampling each unit of
population has the same probability of being selected as part of
the sample and hence also named as probability sampling.
Whereas, in non-random sampling every unit of the population
is not equally likely to be selected, assigning a probability of
occurrence in non-random sampling is impossible. In random
sampling it is possible to answer research questions and to
achieve objectives that require us to estimate statistically
characteristics of the population from the sample. For nonprobability sampling, it is impossible to answer research
questions or to address objectives that require you to make
statistical inferences about the characteristics of the
population. We may still be able to generalize from nonprobability sample about the population but not on statistical
grounds. Under non-probability sampling, methods such as
quota, purposive or judgmental, convenience or haphazard,
snowball and self-selection falls. And probability sampling
method has simple random, systematic, stratified and cluster
sampling.(See Figure 1) These are the most vital and highly
used techniques of probability and non-probability sampling.
For many research projects we need to use a variety of
sampling techniques at different stages.
Figure 1: Types of Sampling Method
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5.1 Probability Sampling/Random Sampling method can
be divided into 4 stepsa. Identify a suitable sampling frame based on your
research question(s) or objectives: We need to
define our sampling frame and ensure our sampling
frame is a complete, accurate and up to date, as
possible. Where no suitable list exists we will have to
compile our own sampling frame, perhaps drawing upon
existing lists. By defining sampling frame we are
defining the population about which we want to
generalize. This means, if sampling frame is list of
employees of organization XYZ, strictly speaking can
generalize findings based on our sample to that
population only(i.e. employees of the organization XYZ)
b. Decide a suitable sample size: As larger our sample
size as lower the likely error in generalizing about
population. Probability sampling is therefore a
compromise between the accuracy of our findings and
the amount of time & money we invest in collecting,
checking and analyzing the data. Our choice of sample
size within this compromise depends on:
 Confidence we need to have in our data, i.e. the
level of certainty that characteristics of the data
collected will represent the characteristics of the
population.
 Margin of error that is tolerable, i.e. the accuracy
you require for any estimate made from our
sample.
 Size of the population.
Law of inertia of large numbers states that samples of large
size shows a high degree of stability i.e. the results obtained are
expected to be very close to the population characteristics.
Also, to ensure spurious results do not occur, the data
analyzed must be normally distributed. Statisticians have
proved that the larger the absolute size of a sample, the more
closely its distribution is to the normal distribution and thus
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more robust it will be. This relationship is called as Central
Limit Theorem.
Ex-Sample is software which calculates the minimum
sample size required for different statistical analysis and
maximum sample size in limited resources.
c. Estimating response rates and actual sample size
demanded: With all probability samples, it is
important that your sample size is large enough to
provide us with necessary confidence in our data. We
therefore need to estimate the likely response rate- that
is, the proportion of cases from our sample who will
respond and increase the sample size accordingly. Once
we have an estimate of the likely response rate and the
minimum or the adjusted minimum sample size, the
actual sample size demanded can be calculated using
the formula:
na= n * 100/ re%
where, na = actual sample size required
n = minimum(or adjusted minimum) sample size
re%= the estimated response rate expressed as a percentage

To estimate the response rate, a small part of the sample can be
asked to fill up the questionnaire or interviewed. Other way of
obtaining this estimate is to consider the response rates
achieved for similar surveys that have been undertaken and
base estimate on these.
d. Selecting
the
most
appropriate
sampling
techniques and the sample: Five main techniques
can be used are simple random, systematic, stratified
random, cluster and multi-stage sampling. Our choice of
sampling technique depends on our research question(s)
and our objectives. Subsequently, our need for face-toface contact with respondents, the geographical area
over which the population is spread, and the nature of
EUROPEAN ACADEMIC RESEARCH - Vol. III, Issue 2 / May 2015
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our sampling frame will further influence our choice of
probability sampling technique.
5.1.1. Simple Random Sampling (also called lottery
sampling): is based on the process of selecting a sample
randomly. This does not mean that randomness allows
haphazard selection of samples; it means that process of
selecting sample should be free from human judgment (bias).
Random sampling is most appropriate in case when the
population is more or less homogenous with respect to the
characteristic under study. There are two methods of drawing a
random sample from the population. These two methods are: (1)
the lottery method, (2) the use of random number table or
random number generator.
In the lottery method, each unit of the population are
numbered from 1 to N. The numbers are written on different
pieces of paper. The pieces of paper are then folded and mixed
in a small box. A sample can be drawn randomly from box by
selecting papers randomly. In second case, (a) each element of
the population or our sampling frame is given a unique number
from 1 to N. (b) n items are selected using random number
table or random number generator.MS Excel can generate
random numbers and the elements given those numbers are
selected for the study.
Whereas, random number table (see Figure 2) consists of
a series of digits listed in a randomly generated sequence. Some
of the famous series of random numbers are those of Trippett
(41,600 digits), Kendall and Babing ton Smith(100,000 digits),
Fisher and Yates (15,000 digits), Rand Corporation (1,000,000
digits).For coding elements of population, if say 8 (one digit
number) or 800(three digit number) as largest numbers, we
code each unit in as many digits as there are in largest number
in the population. For 8, we code all the elements as 1, 2, 3 and
so on; whereas for 800 we code elements as 001, 002, 003 and so
on. Then, from random number table n random numbers are
selected, each less than or equal to N, we discard all the values
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greater than largest number i.e. N. There are a number of ways
to choose n random numbers from random number table, one
among them is- to choose an arbitrary starting point from the
table. One method we can use is to close our eyes and strike the
table of random numbers with a pencil, which may give a result
as row 06,column 05 as the starting point. We can go in any
direction from here, say read from left to right, in sequence of 3
digits, without skipping. Discard numbers higher than N. Also,
if number gets repeated-ignore.
Simple Random Sampling is best used when you have an
accurate and easily accessible sampling frame that lists the
entire population. Consequently, this form of sampling is not
suitable if we are collecting data over a large geographical area
using a method that requires face to face contact, owing to the
associated high travel costs.
Figure 2: Random Number Table

5.1.2. Systematic Sampling (also known as quasi-random
sampling): In simple random sampling, we must number the
units in population. However, numbering all the population
units can be quite time-consuming. As an alternative to simple
random sampling, systematic sampling is used.
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If the frame consists of a list of pre numbered checks, sales
receipts or invoices, a systematic sample is easier to get than
simple random sample. Systematic sampling involves selecting
the sample at regular intervals from the sampling frame. To
select systematic sample- 1. Number each cases (or use pre
numbered cases), and 2. Calculate the sample fraction i.e. k=
N/n
For eg, N = 900 and n = 30 , then k = 900/30 = 30
At some places, k is given as I and named as sampling interval
or sampling cycle. The interval/fraction gives the difference
among successive units to be selected in the sample. If I or k is
not an integer, then it is rounded off to the nearest whole
number, such as 10/3 =3.3. Rounded off to 3.
Now, for obtaining the starting point of sampling
process, a random number table can be used. For eg., k= 30 ; a
researcher will use random number table to get the first item
between 0 and 30. Suppose 5 is selected, hence every 30th item
(or ithitem) from 5 will be included in the sample, such as 5th,
35th, 65th, 95th and so on.
Selecting every ithitem in the population is not random.
To overcome this boundary, first element is selected randomly,
But the other units are still selected on ithitem basis and totally
dependent on the selection of first unit. Also, another problem
with systematic sampling is if the data is periodic. That is,
suppose list from which selection is to be made is combination
of 3 lists where item 1-50 is high income group, 51-100 is
middle income group and 100-150 is low income group. In such
cases, there might be a scenario if using systematic sampling
that all the high income group or low income group members
are selected, which makes sample biased.
5.1.3. Stratified Random Sampling: is a modification of
simple random sampling in which you divide the population or
heterogeneous population into homogenous groups, known as
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strata. Next, sample is selected from each stratum (singular of
strata) using either simple random or systematic sampling.
Stratum is relatively homogenous and strata are heterogeneous
among each other. Process of dividing heterogeneous population
into homogenous is known as stratification.
The stratification variable(s) i.e. the basis on which
stratification is done (such as gender, income, age and alike)
should represent the discrete characteristics for which we want
to ensure correct representation within your sample. That
means, if we want to make sure employees from all income
groups are included, we use income as variables of interest for
stratification.
Dividing the population into a series of relevant strata
means that the sample is more likely to be representative, as
we ensure that each of the strata is represented proportionally
within our sample. For eg., to select 100 customers from
population of 1000 customers. If selected randomly, may not
be true representative but if divided into strata gives
representative from all sections which makes data more
reliable.
It follows that a stratified sample provides more
accurate information than a random sample of the same size.
As a simple example, if all the units in each stratum were
exactly the same, then examining only one unit in each stratum
would allow us to describe the entire population. Further,
stratification can make a sample easier (or possible) to select.
Since, in order to take a random sample we must have a frame.
Although a frame may not exist for the whole population but it
may be there for each stratum.
Stratified random sampling can be either proportionate
or disproportionate.
Proportionate –where percentage(%) of sample taken
from each stratum is proportionate to the actual percentage of
the stratum within the whole population. (see Table 1a)
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Disproportionate- where the percentage of sample taken from
each stratum is disproportionate to the actual percentage of the
stratum within the whole population.(see Table 1b)
Table 1(a&b): Proportionate and Disproportionate Stratifies Random
Sampling
Stratum
(a)

(b)

% of stratum
within whole
pop.
Sample from
each stratum
Sample from
each stratum

Lower
Manager
75%

Level

Middle
Manager

Level

Top
Manager

15%

10%

750

150

100

600

200

200

Level

At some places, terms like proportionate allocation or equal
allocation are used which signifies equal sample selection from
each stratum.
5.1.4: Cluster (or Area) Sampling: In cluster sampling, we
divide the entire population into non-overlapping areas or
clusters. The difference between stratified and cluster sampling
is that strata happens to be homogenous but clusters are
internally heterogeneous. For cluster sampling, our sampling
frame is the complete list of clusters rather than a complete list
of individual cases within the population. Sometimes, cluster
sampling is the only feasible approach because the sampling
frame of the individual elements of the population is
unavailable and therefore other random sampling techniques
cannot be used. Cluster sampling is very useful in terms of cost
and convenience. Compared to strata, clusters are easy to
obtain and focus of the study is clusters instead of the entire
population, so cost is also reduced.
There are two types of cluster sampling:
5.1.4.1. Single-stage cluster sampling- we divide entire
population into clusters, and randomly select few of them and
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include all the items/elements from selected cluster(s).
Selecting clusters randomly make cluster sampling a
probability sampling technique. Despite this, the technique
normally results in a sample that represents the total
population less accurately than stratified random sampling.
5.1.4.2. Multi-stage cluster sampling (or multi-stage
sampling)- is a development of cluster sampling. We divide
entire population into clusters, and rather than choosing all the
elements from the clusters in multi-stage sampling we
randomly choose few units from selected clusters. In this way,
more number of clusters can be included in the sample for same
sample size.
Such a scheme could be extended to 2, 3 or more stages,
called as two stage sampling, three stages sampling,
respectively. In two-stage sampling, sample is selected in two
stages. The clusters selected randomly at first stage –first stage
units, and the units or the group of units within clusters which
are selected subsequently- second stage units.
5.2: Non-Random/ Non-Probability Sampling: The
techniques for selecting samples discussed before have all been
based on the assumption that our sample will be chosen
statistically at random. However, in some cases, due to inability
to specify sampling frame, limited resources such as money,
time or to explore something new non probability sampling
techniques are demanded.
Non-probability sampling is divided into two stages:
 Deciding on a suitable sample size: Unlike
probability sampling, there are no rules. Rather
the logical relationship between our sample
selection technique and the purpose and focus of
our research is important. Consequently, our
sample size is dependent on our research
question(s) and objectives.
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Selecting the most appropriate sampling
technique and the sample: Next is to select the
most appropriate sampling technique to answer
our research question from the range of nonprobability sampling technique available. At one
end of the range is quota sampling, which, like
probability sample tries to represent the total
population. At the other end are techniques,
where there is no attempt to obtain a
representative sample which will allow us to
generalize in statistical sense to the population.
These include convenience or haphazard
sampling & self-selection sampling. Purposive or
Judgmental sampling and snowball sampling
technique lie between these two extremes.

Some of the techniques are discussed here5.2.1. Quota Sampling: is entirely non-random and is
normally used for interview surveys. To select a quota sample,
we(a)Divide the population into specific groups (like strata)
based on a particular characteristic, such as gender, age.
(b) Calculate a quota for each group based on relevant
and available data.
(c) Interviewers asked to collect data from certain
number of cases in each quota from which they must
collect data (respondents choice depends on interviewer)
(d) Combine the data collected by interviewers to
provide full sample.
Quota sampling is therefore a type of stratified sampling
(specifically proportionate stratified sampling) but the selection
of cases within subgroups or strata is entirely non-random.
Quotas are described by quota controls, which set the size of
sample to be obtained from the subgroups or strata. Sample
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size selected from each subgroup is based on the proportion of
subgroup within the population.
Advantages of quota sampling are such as it is less
costly and can be set up very quickly. (Since it is based on
convenience of researcher which can speed up data gathering).
It doesn’t require a sampling frame and, therefore, may be the
only technique we can use if one is not available. Obtaining a
representative sample in quota sampling is difficult because
selection largely depends on researcher’s convenience. So he
tends to choose respondents who are easily accessible and who
appear willing to answer the questions. We cannot measure the
level of certainty or margin of error as the sample is not
probability based.
5.2.2. Purposive Sampling (or Judgmental Sampling):
enables us to use our own judgment to select cases that will
best enable us to answer our research question(s) and to meet
our objectives.
This form of sample is often used when working with
very small samples such as in case study research and when we
wish to select cases that are particularly informative than
others. The judgment of the researcher makes the sampling
process non-random and hence, determining sampling error is
difficult. The researcher tends to make error of judgment in one
direction. These systematic errors lead to what are called
biases.
The logic on which we base our strategy for selecting
cases for a purposive sample should be dependent on our
research question(s) and objectives.
5.2.3. Convenience or Haphazard Sampling: involves
selecting haphazardly those cases that are easiest to obtain for
our sample. For example, if a researcher wants to survey 1000
consumers door-to-door in a particular locality, samples can be
selected from houses which are nearby, houses where people
are responsive and friendly and houses which are on the first
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floor. The sample tends to be less variable than the population
because in many environments the extreme elements of the
population are not readily available.
5.2.4. Snowball Sampling: is commonly used when it is
difficult to identify members of the desired population. For
example, people who are working, while claiming for
unemployment benefits. We need to(a) Make contact with one or two cases in the population
(b) Ask these cases to identify further cases and so on.
(c) Stop when either no new cases are given or the sample is as
large as is manageable.
5.2.5. Self-Selection Sampling: occurs when we allow each
case, usually individuals, to identify their desire to take part in
the research. We –
(a) Publicize our need for cases, either by advertising through
appropriate media or by asking them to take part.
(b) Collect data from those who are interested to respond.
6. Conclusion
Choice of appropriate sampling technique is basically
dependent on our research question(s) and objectives. Also,
geographically dispersed sample, resource constraints and such
factors play role in final selection of sampling technique to be
used.
Research question(s) and objectives that need us to
estimate statistically the characteristics of the population from
a sample require probability sampling. Whereas, research
question(s) and objectives does not require such generalizations
can alternatively make use of non- probability sampling
technique.
Non-probability sampling techniques also provide us
with the opportunity to select our sample purposively and to
reach difficult-to-identify members of the population.
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In many cases, we need to use a combination of different
sampling techniques.
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